
KEY VOCABULARY 

Electricity: is a secondary energy 

source made by non-renewable or 

renewable sources 

Electrical circuit: a pathway that 

carries an electrical current. 

 Battery - one or more cell that is used 

for generating current. 

Bulb - glass bulb which provides light 

by passing an electrical current 

through a wire.  

 Buzzer- an electrical device that 

makes a buzzing noise. 

Switch - a device for making and 

breaking the connection in a circuit. 

Voltage - the force that makes electric-

ity move through a wire.  

Circuits: 

Health and Safety: Dos and Don’ts 

Motor - machine powered by electricity 

that supplies motive power for a vehicle 

or other moveable device.  

Component Functions: 

Electrical current: a flow of charged 

particles. 

Don’t overload sockets or extension plugs/cables (you could start a fire!). Don’t put electrical objects on a wobbly sur-

face. Don’t touch electrical objects with wet hands or near water. Don’t use a battery if it looks damaged. 

Make sure there aren’t any cables where people walk. Turn off electrical objects by the switch and unplug.  

Components of a Circuit: 

Simple Circuits: 

Year 6: Electricity 

This is a simple circuit.  

In order for electricity to 

flow, a circuit needs three 

things:  

1.) Source of electricity 

2.) No gaps in the circuit—

it needs to be closed.  

3.) Conductors  

 
Conductor – a material or device 

which allows heat or electricity to carry 

through . 

cell 

switch 

wire 

bulb 

How does voltage affect the volume of 

a buzzer?  

                                                                            

Current is the steady flow of electricity. This is meas-

ured by an ammeter in amperes (amps). Voltage is 

the force that makes the current flow. This is meas-

ured in volts (V).  

• The higher the voltage, the higher the current 

and the louder the buzzer’s volume will be or 

the brighter the bulb would be. 

• You can increase the voltage by adding more 

batteries or batteries with a higher voltage.  

 

What is the effect of chang-

ing one component at a time 

in a circuit?  

• When switches are open or wires are removed 

(so that it is no longer a closed circuit), bulbs, 

buzzers and motors will turn off. You can use 

crocodile clips to investigate adding and re-

moving wires.  

• If you kept the number of batteries the same 

but added more bulbs and motors to a series 

circuit, they will be dimmer and slower. This is 

because the electricity is being shared be-

tween more components.  


